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Abstract: The actinobacteria, also referred to as actinomycetes, have been the most widely used bacteria to
produce industrial interest compounds due to their great biosynthetic capacity to generate structural diversity
molecules. The actinobacteria with the most significant biosynthetic potential are the genus Streptomyces,
Saccharopolyspora, and Micromonospora containing groups of biosynthetic genes such as polyketide synthase
systems, non-ribosomal peptide synthase systems, terpenoid systems, ribosomally synthesized and posttranslationally modified peptide systems, among others. This review focuses on genomic mining techniques and
current helpful software to search for new natural products in actinobacteria. Currently, molecular techniques
have been developed to improve the isolation of natural products, and bioinformatics programs, many are free to
access, have been designed to analyze genes and microbial genomes that predict new molecule production.
Thanks to these techniques, new natural products of industrial interest have been found in rare actinobacteria
such as Nocardia and Rhodococcus.
Keywords: Actinobacteria; bioinformatics; genomic mining. © 2021 ACG Publications. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the 1980s, there were significant advances in genetics and phylogenetic analysis, such as
sequencing the rrs gene, which codes for ribosomal RNA, used to identify bacterial species; this led to
the discovery of new species and the taxonomic reassignment of others already known. In the 1990s,
the improved PCR and DNA sequencing techniques had a rapid expansion, leading to the sequencing
of complete bacterial genomes, promoting research, and discovering new natural products [1]. In
2000, biosynthetic gene clusters (BGC) were searched for in the genome of microorganisms, mainly in
actinobacteria, to predict secondary metabolites’ production with pharmacological activity. The study
of genomic sequences made it clear that actinobacteria have greater biosynthetic capacity than
previously known; however, it was also discovered that there are cryptic gene clusters even in widely
studied species biosynthetic pathways [2].
The best studied BGCs are the polyketide synthase systems (PKS) and non-ribosomal peptide
synthase systems (NRPS) that are distributed in the genomes of actinobacteria; however, despite the
*
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wealth of information that exists, there is still much to be discovered for the development of new
natural products as therapeutic alternatives.

2. Actinobacteria
Actinobacteria are a vast family of Gram-positive microorganisms with high GC content in
their genome and great biosynthetic capacity. They are the best producers of metabolites with
applications in medicine, agriculture, and industry; their secondary metabolism is so vast that they are
responsible for producing two-thirds of all naturally occurring antibiotics currently used clinically and
many more compounds such as anticancer, anthelmintics, and antifungals [3].
These bacteria inhabit diverse environments such as acidic soils [4], saline waters [5], desert
soil [6], freshwater [7], Antarctic [8], and other ecosystems, including extreme ones [9]; some species
are symbionts of insects, plants, and marine animals [10]. There are pathogenic species of
actinobacteria that infect higher organisms [11]. The primary infection caused by these etiologic
agents is called actinomycetoma and occurs most frequently in immunodeficient individuals [12].
In 1940, Waksman and Woodruff discovered the first antibiotic produced by an
actinobacterium, actinomycin. From that moment started the “actinomycete era,” where several
actinobacteria species were isolated and identified, demonstrating that they are significant producers
of natural pharmacological compounds [13]. The genome sequence of Streptomyces coelicolor A3
[14] revealed that it contains genes encoding for 20 BGCs, but many of these are not expressed under
normal laboratory culture conditions.
The most prominent genera as secondary metabolite producers are Streptomyces, capable of
synthesizing the antibiotic actinomycin [15] and the antifungal candicidin used extensively in the
clinic [16]; Micromonospora, producer of the antibiotics anthracycline and gentamicin [17] and
Saccharopolyspora responsible for the biosynthesis of erythromycin [18]. Actinobacteria other than
the genus Streptomyces are termed “rare” and are significant sources of natural products.
Currently, it is necessary to increase the search for bioactive molecules in actinobacteria to
develop certain countermeasures in context of the emerging threat of multidrug-resistant pathogens.
This family of bacteria is promising in the face of this challenge. Table 1 shows some natural products
synthesized by “rare” and little studied actinobacteria to search for secondary metabolites.
Table 1. Natural products synthesized by “rare” actinobacteria and the type of BGC responsible.
Compound
Activity
Type of BGC
Actinobacteria
Reference
present
Nocardicin A
Antibiotic
NRPS
N. uniformis
[19]
Brasilicardin
Immunosuppressant
Terpenoid
N. brasiliensis
[20]
and cytotoxicant
Nocobactin NA
Cytotoxic
Hybrid
N. farcinica
[21]
NRPS/PKS
Amamistatin A
Antitumor
N. asteroides
[22]
Nocarditiocin
Antibiotic,
antiviral RiPP
N. pseudobrasiliensis
[23]
and anticancer
2'-Chloropentostatin

Antibiotic

2’-amino dA

Antibiotic

Nomicin
Polychlorinated
biphenyls

Antitumor
Degradative enzymes

Adenosine
deaminase
Adenosine
deaminase
PKS-I
Putative genes

Actinomadura sp.

[24]

Actinomadura sp.

[24]

Actinomadura sp.
Rhodococcus sp.

[25]
[26]

3. Biosynthetic Systems Involved in the Production of Secondary Metabolites
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Bacteria produce secondary metabolites to communicate and compete in their environment.
These can be used for the development of new natural products of pharmacological interest. Natural
products are synthesized by biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) such as polyketides, non-ribosomal
peptides, saccharides, alkaloids, and terpenoids. These are built by modules that catalyze specialized
enzymes’ production, regulatory, transporter, and processing proteins. They ultimately create diverse
chemical structures that can be used as antibiotics, anticancer drugs, immunosuppressants, cholesterol
reducers, food additives, plant protection agents, and more [27].
Systems produce most bioactive molecules called polyketide synthases (PKS) and nonribosomal peptide synthase systems (NRPS). Bacterial PKSs and NRPSs can be classified into three
types, depending on the configuration of their modules: PKS-I, PKS-II, and PKS-III; NRPS-I, NRPSII, and NRPS-III, respectively. The PKS and NRPS systems encode enzymes with very similar
functions that allow the construction of structures derived from the hybridization of both. The
proportion and assembly are variable factors, and there may be more PKS systems in a BGC than
NRPS or vice versa; this implies a wide variability in the synthesized products [28,29].
3.1. Polyketide Synthase Systems (PKS)
PKS-I systems are multienzyme complexes closely related to fatty acid synthases (FAS),
synthesizing molecules from the substrate acyl-CoA to form polyketides with variable structures due
to domains with the enzymatic activity of mainly ketosynthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT), and an acyl
carrier protein (ACP). Occasionally it has auxiliary domains such as thioesterase (TE), keto-reductase
(KR), dehydratase (DH), and others for the configuration of the formed structure [30] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Conformation of a PKS system
3.2. Non-Ribosomal Peptide Synthetase Systems (NRPS)
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NRPS systems are an enzyme complex, like PKS; the order of the modules reflects the nonribosomal peptide product synthesized. The modules consist of three essential domains, adenylation
(A), condensation (C), and a peptidyl carrier protein (PCP). It may also have auxiliary domains such
as cyclization (Cy) and epimerization (E) that give diversity to the final product [30] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Conformation of a NRPS system
3.3. Terpene Synthase Systems (TS)
Terpene synthase (TS) systems produce secondary metabolites with more than 80,000
described compounds. All terpenoids are synthesized from C5 isoprenoid precursors, isoprenoid
diphosphate (IPP), and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) that are linked by isoprenyl transferases
to form substrates of different lengths (Figure 3). TSs are divided into type I by abstraction of
diphosphate and type II by protonation of an olefinic double bond [31]. Due to their structural
diversity, they have a wide range of industrial applications [32].
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Figure 3. 5C terpenoid precursors and structures derived from the union of two or more precursor
molecules will form the skeletons for complex terpenoid molecules.
3.4. Ribosomally Synthesized and Post-translationally Modified Peptide Systems (RiPP)
RiPPs is a type of natural compound-producing systems with complex chemical structures.
They are produced from a short precursor peptide (PP) synthesized by the ribosome composed of a
leader peptide and a core peptide post-translationally modified by RiPP tailoring enzymes (RTE) that
generate various structural features of peptides. The core peptide is cleaved from the leader peptide
once modifications have been made to give a final product with activity (Figure 4). Unlike PKS and
NRPS systems that are made up of multimodular complexes, the biosynthetic logic of RiPP means that
there are few conserved features in peptides of this type [33].
These biosynthetic systems have accessory genes related to the biosynthesis of natural
products divided according to their function into precursor synthesis genes, regulatory genes,
resistance genes, genes for processing specific modifications tailoring [34, 35].
Secondary metabolite prediction is achieved by analyzing BGCs using metabolomic data,
chemical structure predictions, mutant libraries, and heterologous expression. These analyses are
performed on bioinformatics platforms that have continuously been updated and are more userfriendly. They are currently used for bacterial, fungal, and plant genomic analysis, mainly [36].
Several studies have argued that the discovery of new natural products has been sustained;
however, the number of approved and regulated compounds is very few, probably because most are
not produced in significant quantities, or BGCs are cryptic, and the producing strains are not
genetically tractable. This challenge is overcome by using genomic mining strategies that have now
advanced and have enabled the discovery and production of more significant new natural products
[37].
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Figure 4. Diagram of RiPP peptides’ biosynthesis, the modifications are different and complex,
resulting in products with molecular diversity

4. Bioinformatics Tools for Biosynthetic Systems Search
Since the first bacterial genomes were sequenced, interest in discovering new natural products
has increased, leading many researchers to develop molecular biology techniques and bioinformatics
tools for BGC prediction. Identifying and exploiting a large amount of genomic data is growing every
day.
Bioinformatics tools compare thousands of genes and entire genomes to predict molecular
structures. For years, computer programs and algorithms have been designed to detect BGC in
nucleotide sequences. These tools have improved the quality of genomic analysis in a short time.
Bioinformatics tools generally use selected cuts to identify genes or domains precisely in a
group of aligned sequences to detect known classes of biosynthetic pathways. Some BGCs are rapidly
detected, such as the PKS and NRPS systems. Many biosynthetic pathways are known, and prediction
reliability is high in bioinformatics programs such as the Antibiotics and Secondary Metabolite
Analysis Shell (antiSMASH) [38]. These systems encode enzymes from the same families, such as
oxidoreductases, methyltransferases, CoA-ligases, and cytochrome P-450. They also encode operons
similar to the families of known transcriptional regulators [39].
On the other hand, it is computationally challenging to detect novel BGCs. Some BGCs, such
as RiPP, have distinctive shared and tiny genes that cannot be detected by the algorithms. Table 2
describes some bioinformatics programs used in gene and genome analysis to search for metabolites
that are freely available.
Computational advances have changed how natural compounds are discovered and make
substantial amounts of genomic information available to every researcher. Bioinformatics helps to
understand the role of natural products in microbial ecology and the microorganism-host relationship.
The challenges that can currently be solved with the help of bioinformatics are [52]:
•
Develop computational programs of the ecological distribution of BGC clusters that
reveal a subset that has evolved to produce a molecule targeting eukaryotic enzymes.
•
Refine the search process to predict gene clusters whose small molecule products have
a target expressed in another organism.
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Table 2. Software used for BGC search and analysis
Database
Characteristics
AntiSMASH
Identification, annotation, and analysis of secondary metabolite
biosynthesis genes in bacterial and fungal genomes.
NP.searcher
Sequence scanning of prokaryotic genomes for polyketides, nonribosomal peptides, and mixed-combination natural products.
ClustScan
Search for PKS, NRPS, and hybrid PKS/NRPS biosynthetic
enzymes; shows predicted chemical structures from prokaryotic,
invertebrate animal, and metagenomic DNA.
MultiGeneBlast
Homology search with operons or groups of genes as basic units
rather than individual genes.
MIBiG
Database of biosynthetic genes and their natural products.
DoBISCUIT
Integration of current bibliographic information; provides
standardized descriptions of genes, modules, and domains related
to gene clusters.

ClusterMine360
ChEBI

ChEMBL
KNApSAcK
NRPSpredictor
NORINE
StreptomeDB

Prokaryotic PKS and NRPS gene cluster database.
Search for information focused on immunology and natural
products. It is a dictionary of molecular entities, small chemical
compounds, natural or synthetic products used in organisms’
processes.
Pooling chemical, genomic and bioactivity data to translate
genomic information into effective new drugs.
Focused on research in metabolomics, nutrigenomics, and food
omics, it can also develop new drugs and materials.
Prediction of bacterial and fungal NRPS A domains.
Entirely dedicated to NRPS analysis.
Search for information on molecular structures produced by
Streptomyces.

References
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[40]
[41]
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[43]
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[47]
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[49]
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These strategies are intended to mimic existing relationships between some organisms; for
example: the symbiosis between Streptomyces and some sea sponges, where the bacteria produce
secondary metabolites to protect the sponges against infections caused by other microorganisms; this
relationship also occurs with Streptomyces and wasps [53].
Approaches based on molecular studies at the genomic, metagenomic, transcriptomic,
proteomic, and metabolomic levels are essential for discovering new bacterial resources and exploiting
key molecular processes associated with the production and action of secondary metabolites; “omics”
approaches in conjunction with bioinformatics resources for molecular analysis and modeling are
driving biotechnological advances.

5. Current Techniques in the Search for New Natural Products in Actinobacteria
A traditional and low-cost approach is to induce expression of cryptic biosynthetic genes by
media supplementation; for example, the lanthanides scandium and lanthanum were found to induce
silent gene expression in Streptomyces spp. by finding novel compounds. Since rare elements may be
distributed worldwide, microorganisms such as Streptomyces may acquire the ability to respond to low
levels of these elements throughout their evolutionary history, possibly adapting their physiology to
demanding environmental conditions [54].
Another technique currently employed is co-culture to induce metabolic pathways of
secondary metabolites. The goal is to send a missing regulatory signal by using two or more specific
bacterial strains known to interact; for example, the interaction of Tsukamurella pulmonis,
Rhodococcus erythropolis, and Corynebacterium glutamicum increase metabolite biosynthesis by up
to 85% in Streptomyces strains [55].
Moreover, the search for new compounds led to genomic engineering’s idea to predict,
produce, and isolate natural products. Even the most studied and exploited strains are known to
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contain more significant biosynthetic potential than previously thought. Large amounts of genomic
data can be analyzed with the thousands of bacterial genomes available in addition to new molecular
and bioinformatics technologies. Current genomic mining techniques are based on two strategies for
gene modification and modulation of the regulated system: changes in the native host and an
engineered heterologous host. The methods for gene modification and modulation most used are
classical gene mining, comparative genome mining, phylogeny-based mining, mining based on
resistance genes, mining of regulators and metagenomics.
5.1. Classical Gene Mining
It is based on the search for conserved genes responsible for the encoding of enzymes
involved in the synthesis of secondary metabolites. These genes are well studied and found in many
microorganisms, such as NRPS, PKS, RiPP, aminoglycosides, and terpenoids. The genes found are
not always expressed; some are cryptic or silent genes. An example of this technique is shown in
Figure 5 with kinamycin-producing Streptomyces ambofaciens and its derivatives [56].

Figure 5. A) Diagram of classical mining development for the search of new natural products.
B) Biosynthetic genes are searched using specific primers in a PCR reaction, the amplified
genes are sequenced for bioinformatic analysis and prediction of chemical structures
5.2. Comparative Genome Mining
It employs software such as antiSMASH to compare BGCs in whole genomes of many
microorganisms. All genes involved in secondary metabolite production are identified, and cryptic or
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silent genes can be found. Comparative genome mining is becoming a routine analysis technique for
newly assembled genomes. Generally, this technique is employed in conjunction with gene activation
and regulation techniques. The technique is illustrated in Figure 6 with congocidin produced by
Streptomyces ambofaciens [57].

Figure 6. A) Procedure to search for BGCs in bacterial genomes. B) The genome is analyzed with
bioinformatics programs to know all the BGCs, the genes of interest are chosen to produce
one or more natural products
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5.3. Phylogeny-Based Mining
It uses phylogenetic methods to find secondary metabolite genes based on the idea that there is
an evolving defense system that allows the production of new molecules by exchanging domains and
modules in bacteria as a cause of the development of an adaptive immune system. Conserved genes
are searched for, and the production of new molecules is mapped so that compound-producing
lineages can be traced. A phylogenetic cluster may be able to produce similar compounds. Nocobactin
produced by several genus Nocardia species was studied using phylogeny-based mining [21, 58], as
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A) Procedure for the search of new natural products from phylogenetic techniques.
B) Phylogenetic relationships are searched in genomes or groups of BGCs in a group of
microorganisms (species or genera); a network analysis of the clusters formed allows finding
related groups. The BGCs are compared to predict chemical structures synthesized by the
same group of microorganisms
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5.4. Mining Based on Resistance Genes
Its function is to detect BGCs through the self-resistance mechanisms of an antibioticproducing bacterium or another compound. It is based on encoding the set of biosynthetic genes,
regulatory elements, transporter proteins and resistance mechanisms. The gene set can be from 10kb to
as large as 150kb, making the cut-and-paste technique challenging. Cosmid libraries are first
assembled, and host genes that function as promoters are assembled. At this point, there may be an
absence of promoter recognition and ribosome binding sites by the host leading to low or no
expression of biosynthetic enzymes; this obstacle is overcome by replacing the regulatory elements
with genes suspected to function well within the host. This technique is used to express cryptic or
silent genes; an example is shown in Figure 8 using Salinispora pacifica genes and using Streptomyces
as a recipient [59].

Figure 8. A) Procedure to find new natural compounds by regulation of resistance genes. B) BGCs,
and other genes involved in biosynthesis are searched, the set of genes is attached to a
vector, heterologous expression can be performed, and other regulatory genes can be
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integrated, the vector and the set of genes are inserted into the final host. The mutant is
grown and reproduced to express the biosynthetic genes
5.5. Mining of Regulators
It seeks to activate the production of cryptic or silent BGCs by regulating repressor or
activator genes to produce natural compounds [60]. Streptomyces ambofaciens genes were activated to
produce stambomycin using this technique [61] (Figure 9).

Figure 9. A) Procedure to find new natural compounds by gene regulation. B) BGC and regulatory
genes involved in biosynthesis are searched, the gene set is attached to a vector that will have
a promoter inserted into the native microorganism to express the biosynthetic genes
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5.6. Metagenomics
It allows obtaining bioactive molecules through direct cloning of bacterial DNA from any
environmental source without growing the bacteria in the laboratory, which is often impossible.
Approaches can be of two types: sequence-based metagenomics, based on sequencing and
bioinformatics analysis of a sample to identify BGCs of interest; and function-based metagenomics,
based on direct functional screening of clones with discrete activities to identify clones of interest. The
disadvantage of metagenomics is the complexity of assembling genomes that may contain up to 105
different species, as in a typical soil sample [1]. Techniques to find BGCs can be those mentioned
above.
Most Nocardia species can produce a wide range of natural compounds despite being less
studied. Their genome sequencing shows that they have cryptic BGCs to synthesize versatile
compounds if these silent genes can be promoted to be expressed. Recent research has succeeded in
producing novel compounds from Nocardia that can be used as alternative therapies [62, 63].
Mishra et al. (2019) [62] elucidated the genes and biosynthetic mechanism of a novel
compound using genomic mining, metabolite profiling, and bioinformatics of Nocardia sp. strain
CS682. By inactivating nargenicin A1-producing genes, PKS-I genes activated another metabolic
pathway of the PKS-III system that encoded a 1,3,6,8-tetrahydroxynaphthalene (THN) derivative
called IBR-3; the biosynthetic genes of the new THN (orf1, orf2, thnM1, thnT1, thnG, thnA, thnM2,
thnM3, thnT2, and orf3), their possible catalytic functions and the biosynthetic pathway hypothesis
were predicted. The compound IBR-3 showed protective activity against UV radiation, a molecule
with cosmetic potential as an anti-photoaging and photoprotective product.
In another study, Awakawa et al. (2018) [63] reprogrammed the structure in the domains
forming an NRPS/PKS hybrid encoding antimycin by recreating an antimycin derivative in a
Streptomyces lividans strain. They established heterologous expression systems of the cyclic peptides
of the antimycin (JBIR-06 and neoantimycin) and redesigned their biosynthesis using bioinformatics
tools and evolutionary analysis. They first achieved the neoantimycin ring’s contraction, subsequently
expanded the JBIR-06 ring, and finally diversified the JBIR-06 alkyl chain by incorporating
alkylmalonyl-CoA extension units, thus creating unnatural derivatives of the antimycin with high
yields. This study represents a strategy for domain and module diversification.
There are advances in studies with “rare” actinobacteria; however, obstacles remain. DNA
assembly and cloning techniques in actinobacteria are complex due to their high G+C content,
repetitive and highly conserved sequences in PKS and NRPS genes, and the length of BGCs often
spanning more than 100kb. Therefore, friendlier cloning tools are required to work with these bacteria
[64]. Some strategies for assembly and cloning of DNA regions in actinobacteria are as follows:
iCatch (iBrick and Cas9-Assisted Targeting of CHromosome). It is a tool to “capture” large
regions of DNA. It is based on creating DNA segments flanked by Xbal and Spel restriction sites to
generate compatible cohesive ends after digestion with restriction enzymes, allowing easy assembly
[65].
DiPaC (Direct Pathway Cloning). It is used for cloning short to medium-sized BGCs with high
GC content. Long amplicon PCR and introduction of homologous nucleotide bumps is performed,
allowing DNA assembly, BGC refactoring, and direct transfer to any in vitro vector suitable for
heterologous expression [66].
CRISPR/Cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats-Cas9
endonuclease). It is an editing tool that works through an RNA-guided nuclease that can be
programmed to target any sequence by providing a short synthetic RNA sequence (20-50 nucleotides).
It is widely used due to its ease of use and high specificity. It is continuously employed in genomic
mining techniques. In actinobacteria, it is practical; however, it has been shown to be toxic [67].
Modified Gibson assembly. It is a method for cloning large DNA fragments with high GC
content. It allows seamless assembly of multiple fragments (up to 900kb), requiring overlapping
sequences of neighboring DNA molecules. The high GC content can generate the vector to self-ligate,
so single-stranded cohesive ends with high AT content are added, reducing up to 45% self-ligation
[68].
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Researchers have used genomic engineering approaches to activate silent genes to discover
new natural compounds or produce with high yields of already known compounds; some are briefly
described in Table 3.
Table 3. New natural compounds discovered using current search techniques in actinobacteria
Compound
Producing bacteria
Description
References
IBR-3 THN derivative
Nocardia sp.
By inactivating the nargenicin
[62]
A-producing
genes,
they
activated
another
cryptic
biosynthetic pathway that
encoded a novel compound.
Antimycin derivatives
Streptomyces lividans
Reprogramming
of
the
[63]
NRPS/PKS hybrid system’s
domains and modules to obtain
higher yields in the production
of antimycin derivatives.
DDC
and
MDC2, Nonomuraea sp.
Mutagenesis and selection
[69]
derivatives
of
lipotechniques
improved
the
glycopeptide A40926
antibiotic
activity
against
coagulase-negative
staphylococcus strains.
Asenjonamides A-C
Streptomyces asenjonii Broth fermentation of the strain
[70]
isolated from extreme soil.
Cyclohexylgriselimycin
Streptomyces sp.
Resistance gene-based mining,
[71]
activating a copy of the dnaN
gene that potentiates the
activity of gryselimycin.
Unknow
Streptomyces sp.
Activation of cryptic genes to
[72]
acquire rifampicin resistance;
an
unknown
compound
belonging to a PKS was
generated.
Unknow
Rhodococcus
Genomic comparison to find
[73]
BGC; a PKS-I encoding an
antibiotic against R. equi
Funisamin
Streptosporangium sp. Mixed
culture-induced
[74]
stimulation with Bacillus sp.
strains to produce a novel
PKS-type
aminopolyol
antibiotic.

Genomic mining approaches mediated by genome sequencing methods, metabolic profiling,
and using bioinformatics tools are an alternative capable of eliminating/inactivating/mutating cryptic
biosynthetic genes and identifying new natural compounds.

6. Conclusions
In the face of demand for new drug therapies, microbial biosynthetic diversity studies have
been of great help, and microbial genomes have revealed enormous reservoirs of natural products that
remain unexplored. The current advantage of genome sequencing is the decrease in cost, technological
advances in sequencing techniques, and bioinformatics growth; this has revealed many
microorganisms’ ability to produce secondary metabolites of pharmacological interest. Work to
exploit genome sequences has led to the induction and expression of genes to detect novel molecules.
Low-invasive techniques to induce gene activation and more invasive techniques, such as
heterologous expression and refactoring of gene clusters, prove that molecular biology, bacterial
genetics, and synthetic biology are essential for discovering new natural products. Significant
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advances in recent years have facilitated the identification and analysis of the structural diversity of
bacterial products.
The new challenge is to develop heterologous expression strategies that are universally
applicable and streamline studies of the expression of cryptic or silent genes present in most bacteria
and are the source of novel chemical structures. By integrating knowledge from ecology, analysis of
“omics” disciplines, and computational genomics, understanding bacterial metabolism could be within
reach.
The search for secondary metabolites focuses on the study of target species that are useful in
the isolation of new natural products; actinobacteria are essential sources of numerous products of
interest and are considered bacteria with the potential to produce a wide range of new compounds,
their study should be extended to “rare” genera that can produce structural biodiversity.
Advancing technology and science can enable important aspects: understanding the causes and
ecology of genetic differences between closely related organisms; understanding similarities in
unrelated organisms, whether some environments or communities select to produce specific secondary
metabolites; knowing the external selective factors that bacteria need to create an arsenal of natural
compounds; and knowing the role of natural compounds in the ecology to be secreted by bacteria.
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